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Energy Bands for Solid Xenon

Masayoshi Azuma and Kei Sato

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science,

Niigata University, Niigata

(1984fF.12Jj 21 S~~)

MS method by Pendry and Capart was considered in the relativistic case and modified formulae

of relativistic APW were obtained for the energy band calculation. On the basis of group theory,

they were transformed to a symmetrized form and reduced to be suitable for the calculation. Energy

bands for solid xenon were calculated nonrelativistically by MS method and relativistically by these

formulae mentioned above. Relativistic effects were investigated.

§1. Introduction

Recently, review articles!) appeared on the properties of rare gas solids. For solid xenon,

energy band structure was calculated by R6ssler7) with KKR method. In order to reproduce the

experimental value for the band gap, however, he increased the muffintin potential constant in the

interstitial region by about +0.5 Ry. In the recent nonrelativistic calculation by Baroni et a1. 3)

with GOPW (Gaussian orthogonalized plane wave) method, there remain discrepancies from experi

mental values. Meanwhile, APW method described by Loucks et a1.4 ,S) was improved by Pendry

and Capart6) and proposed as MS (Modified Slater) method. Previously, we derived MS method

by a variational calculation and examined it.7) In this work, we investigate relativistic effects. In

the next section, applying our previous method used in our derivation of MS formulae, we obtain

modified formulae of relativistic APW for the energy band calculalation. In §3, by means of these

formulae, energy bands are calculated for solid xenon, and discussed in the last secion. In the early

calculation by Reilly,8) relativistic effects were evaluated by first order perturbation theory with

the orthogonalized plane wave method.

§2. Formulations

In the nonerelfltivistic case, Pendry and Capart6) introduced MS method, by means of the

pseudo-potential
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(1)

Where,
aRQ(E, R)/aR

L (E R) = ----.;.'----
Q ' RriE, R) ,

P(r,R_)= 1 for r<R,

= 0 for r>R,

L~(- V'2 ,R_): operating on jQ(knr') yields

a'(k ')/a'L 0(- V 12 R ) . (k r') = ~Q n r r
Q ,- lQ n . (k ')

IQ nr

R: a radius of the muffintin sphere.

r'=R ,

* *Summation over Q and m extends only over the relevant component Q and m .

Though scattering effects decrease rapidly with angular momentum Q, APW formulae for the

energy band calculation demand an infinite summation over all values of Q. Truncation at some

Q=L imposes unphysical restriction on the radial wave functions with Q greater than L, and leads

to poor convergence.9) In our previous investigation,7) formulae of MS method were derived by

means of the variational approach. There was shown the improved onvergence property of MS

method with respect to the angular momentum L. In order to take into account this effect in the

relativistic case, we expand the wave function in the form shown in Eq. (2) similar to the one used

in our previous work.7)

In the muffintin sphere,

{
J.1+ IE.I} %

+ ~ ~~~ vm(k.) I '41TiQCQ1l(J v:v-m m) yv-m* (k.)
(I K I> L) v' ; m I 21E;1 72" . Q I

x
jQ(kl) X~

ihck; . Sign (K)
jQ' (kl) X~K

p+E;
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in the interstitial region,

{
,u+IE.I}Yz X(m)

l/Io(r)= r~ vm(ki ) 21E
i
i 1ick.-o

I x(m)
,u+Ei

Where

,u = mc2
,

E
i

= (,u2 + 1[2 C2 k1 )% ,

CQYz(J, v: v-m, m): Clebsch-Gordan coefficients,

0: the Pauli spin matrices,

X (m): the Pauli spinor,

X~ s: spin-angular orbitals.

A functional to be used in the relativistic case lO) is shown in Eq. (3).

(3)

Where ~ and (3 are 4x4 matrices in the Dirac equation for an electron. Hereafter, we denote the

radius of· the muffinitin sphere by a, and the surface integral in eq. (3) extends over the surface of

the muffinitin sphere. The expansion coefficients A/ware chosen such that the upper components

of l/I i and l/I 0 are equal on the muffintin sphere. lO) Inserting the expression in Eq. (2) for the wave

function intoEq. (3), after elimination of scattering effects for those components with K in which

IK I is greater than L, we obtain the following modified secular equation of relativistic APW by vari

ational calculation similarly as in Ref. 7_

{
h2C2 . }

X ( 5mm' 1 + (k·· k· ± 1 .[ k· x k· ] -e )
( ,u +E i ) ( ,u +Ej ) I J I J Z
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{
jQ ( k j a ) IK. (a ) hek j . Sign ( K) . }

x - JQ'(k·a)
g K. (a ). J1. +Ej J

{
J1. + lEi I } ~ {J1. + IEj I } ~ { 1+ ( 41T )2 (Ej - E). L CL ~ (L + -2 ' v: v- m, m )

21E·1 21E·1 IJl J

1 I I v-m'" IJ-m' *....
x CL, Yz (L + "2' v: v- m , m) YL ( ki ) YL ( k j )

+ CL + 1 , ~ (L + ~,v:v-m, m) CL + 1 , ~ (L + ~ ,v:v-m' , m')

IJ-m... IJ-m' hck· hCk'}
x YL + 1 (k,') YL + 1 *( kJ• ) __' J F (k k ) ]-- L i, j,a =0.

J1. +Ei J1. +Ej

Where,

n: the volume of the unit cell,

!L { _ Q ( Q+ 1) '2 . + h ( k i a ) J'~ ( k i a )
2 [ 1 2 2 ] JQ ( k, a ) 2

k.a k.a
l l

(4)

(5)
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t<., £, £' and J are related each other in the following way,

t<. = £

t<. = -£ - 1

£' = t<. - 1 _ 1J -£ --
2

The quantities in the outermost brackets [ ] in Eq. (4) give the matrix element specified by (ki' m)-th

row and (kj , m')-th column. The indices m and m I specify up (+) or down (-) spin state. Of the

double sign, the upper one is for the case of m =up spin state and the lower one for m =down spin

state.

For the convenience of calculation, putting -n=I, m=% and e2 =2, we transform into a new

system of units. In this system, the unit of length is the Bohr radius. The unit of energy is Ry.

After incorporation of symmetry, our expression takes the final form.

x {I +__1__
1 +H(kd

. (T) 1+lU- I ----

mm I+H(kd

x
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(6)

Where,

[ c ] =274.07204,

B ij [ - ] = B ij [ + ] *
K - K + '

Bij [ + ] =-Bij [ - ] *
K - K + '

T: the operation of the double group,

DA 11 (T): the element of the representation "matrix for the A-representation of the double group,

Umm I (T): the transformation matrix of the spinor in the double group,

k i : the progenitor wave vector.

k·i and j I show the wave vector transformed from kj by the symmetry operation. In uiiim ' (T),

m shows the other spin state than the one indicated by m. The sets of a wave vector and a spin state

(ki , m) sare given by progenitors. Progenitors for P+6 state are exhibited in Table I. NPRO indicates

the number of progenitors and corresponds to the dimension of the secular equation. NSPLW speci

fies the dimension of the corresponding secular equation in the unsymmetrized case and is equal to

the number of spin plane wave states to be used.
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Table I. Progenit()rs for r+6 state. (Relativistic calculation).

NPRO NSPLW
Progenitor

spin state
(A/2Tr)ki

I 2 (0, 0, o )
2 18 (1, 1, 1 )
3 30 ( 0, 2, 0)
4 54 ( 2, 2, 0)
5 102 (1, 3, 1 )
6 102 (1, 3, 1 ) +
7 118 ( 2, 2, 2 )
8 130 ( 0, 4, o )
9 178 ( 3, 3, 1 )

10 178 ( 3, 3, 1 ) +
11 226 ( 2, 4, o )
12 226 ( 2, 4, o ) +
13 274 ( 2, 4, 2)
14 274 ( 2, 4, 2) +
15 290 ( 3, 3, 3 )

(A: the lattice constant)

§3. Energy Band Calculations

On account of the Ewald's method, the muffintin potential used in the previous self-consistent

calculation of energy bands for solid argon11) has the following expression with the charge density

a(r).

V () 2Z 2 fr I '2' , I·'r =-- - - dr 47Tr a (r ) - 2 fa dr 47Tr a (r )
r r 0 r

-2- . n . [ 4.58485
Pout a

- 2- n [4.58485- Pout· ,,(, . a

+Xa (Pout)

27Ta2

---]+Xa(r)
n

in the muffintin sphere,

3 { ~. (R2 _ a2 ) _~ (R S - as )} ]
(R~ - a3 ) 2 w . 15a3 W

in the interstitial region.

(7)

Where, Rw is the radius of a sphere having the same volume as the Wigner-Seitz celL Solid xenon

has a lattice constant of 6.1317 A.
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In this work, overlapping the self-consistent nonrelativistic atomic charge densities placed'at

the lattice sites, we obtained the crystalline charge density a (r). Energy bands were calculated

nonrelativisticaHy and relativistically with the same potential evaluated by Eq. (7) from this crystal

line charge density. Self-consistency was not pursued in this energy band calculation. As for the

exchange potential, Hartree-Fock-Slater exchange, namely, Xa-potential with a= 1 was assumed.

Nonrelativistic energy bands were calculated by means of MS method and displayed in ,Fig. 1. The

-0.5

xs'
{ a

fu

III
x~· z) \

1-1)
0- fllL{

z~
Q+

-0.5

L)
L~

K~
fu KI

L. Kj

r x w L f K

Fig. 1 Non-relativistic energy bands for solid Xe.

greatest difference from the energy bands for solid argon 11) is the interchange of L'2 level and L 3

level in the conduction bands. This desplacement causes different behavior along symmetry lines

A and Q. Relativistic energy bands were calculated by means of Eq. (6) described in the previous

section and exhibited in Fig. 2. Especially, valence bands behave much differently from those non

relativistic results in Fig. 1. Surveying these two band structures, one nonrelativistic and the other

relativistic, we can recognize the relationship between them. There can be seen the splittings of

energy levels. These splittings just coincide with group theoretical predictions. 12) Each pair of .i\ 4

and A s, Q3 and Q4, L +4 and L +s , and L -4 and L -s is degenerate owing to the time reversal symme

try. Gradually decreasing shifts of energy levels are found along with the increasing energy. In the

semi-relativistic treatment by the Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation, these shifts are reduced to spin-
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Fig. 2 Relativistic energy bands for solid Xe.

orbit splittings, mass-velocity corrections, and Darwin corrections.

§4. Discussion

These two results obtained nonrelativistically by MS on one hand, and relativistically by Eq. (6)

on the other hand with the same potential, seem to confirm the reliability of these procedures. In

order to resume the experimental band gap, Rossler2) increased the muffintin potential constant in

the interstitial region by about +0.5 Ry. In our results, band gap to be compared with the experi

mental value 13) of 9.3 eV is, E(rd-E(r ts )=9.18 eV in the nonrelativistic case and E(r:)-E(rs)
=9.15 eV in the relativistic case. Baroni et al 3) obtained 13.78 eV nonrelativistically. In the ex

periment of photo-emission, the threshold energy for the excitation of a valence electron to the

vacuum level positions the top of the valence band at -9.8 eV.14) Our nonrelativistic and relativistic

top valence states lie at E(rts )=-9SeV and at E(rs)=-10.27eV respectively. In Ref. 3, the

valence band top was placed at E(r ts )=-ll.l1 eV. From those experiments13,14) of photo-,

absorption, photo-emission, and photo-conductivity, the bottom of the conduction bands is predicted

to be at -0.5 eV. Our nonrelativistic and relativistic conduction band minima are at E(r t )=-0.32 eV

and at E(r:)=-1.22 eV respectively. Baroni et a1. 3) placed it at E(rd=2.67 eV. Though further

investigation is desirable, the overall behavior of the energy bands obtained above seems to be reason-
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able. In this work, relativistic effects were investigated through the nonrelativistic calculation by

MS and the relativistic calculation by Eq. (6) with the same potential. For these purposes, these

symmetrized formulae were especially suitable.
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